Online Lead Generation: What You Need to Know to Protect Yourself from Companies in the Business of Secretly Selling You to Predatory Payday and Other Short-term Loan Companies

**Summary:** This report summarizes how the online lead generation (or “lead gen”) business works. Companies that look as if they are offering you a loan are actually (often deceptively) collecting information about you to sell your profile (a “lead”) to the highest-bidding loan company (and often to fraudulent firms, too). At the end of the report, we offer consumer tips on what you can do to protect yourself.

**Here are the details:** You go online looking for information about getting an affordable loan, credit card, or some other financial product. The website you visit offers an array of what looks like helpful consumer information and may have a name that includes words like “credit,” “loan,” or “affordable.” The site provides easy-to-use online tools, such as a calculator, for you to find out how long it may take to pay off a loan. It may feature games, apps, or a poll to help you assess your financial status. You are urged to fill out a request for more information, giving the site your name, address, email, and other personal data.

Or you see an ad—on TV, radio, or online—that features a well-known celebrity giving financial advice, someone whose reputation is “trustworthy,” who endorses a specific loan company as “the only source you can trust for finding a short-term loan quickly and easily.” You call the toll-free number or “click” on the ad to go to its website. It appears to be a legitimate company proving the short-term loan you need.

But you aren’t told that they not in the business of lending you money. You are actually dealing with a “lead generator,” whose real goal is helping payday and other loan companies find new customers. The “lead gen” company will sell your name and other information for a fee to lenders, who can offer you a sky-high interest rate loan. That’s what happened to hundreds of thousands of New York customers of lead gen company MoneyMutual. According to the New York State Attorney-General, consumers lured by MoneyMutual got “trapped … in destructive cycles of debt,” paying as much as 1,304 percent in interest. New York consumers, said the state AG, were led to MoneyMutual through the reassuring pitches of its celebrity pitchman, Montel Williams. But now both that company and Mr. Williams are barred from selling services in New York that violate the state’s usury laws.1 (See sidebar)

So consumers beware. Many of the websites promising to help you quickly get a loan aren’t really in the business of making loans—they are lead generators who profit by identifying someone as a “hot prospect” or “in-market” for a loan, insurance, or credit product. Online lead generators are not interested in delivering the most affordable financial product for you—but rather to take your information and sell it—as a
Leads to Loans: Your Data Drives Dollars for Lead Generators

Before the Internet and mobile phones, companies discovered prospective leads by running ads in publications or airing TV commercials that urged consumers to call a toll-free number or mail in a form for “free” information. Today, lead generation using the Internet in the U.S. is a big business, with at least $1.75 billion spent by advertisers in 2013 to find “potential customers online.” Lead generation has become a part of the “Big Data” digital age, taking advantage of our daily use of mobile devices, social networks, and websites. Marketers know that we rely on the Internet to research and apply for financial products—so lead generator companies have purposefully created appealing websites that feature engaging animation, videos, and games. They promote their sites using search engines, social networks, and mobile ads. These lead gen sites are designed to trigger a “call-to-action,” to provoke a response from you that will end up helping them grab your data.

Lead gen companies also can track and target you even when you are no longer on their website. They can use the same tactics employed by Google and Facebook, placing tracking software (known as “cookies”) or some other digital “tag” on your device, so they can follow and analyze what you do online. They are able to build a “profile” on you that can include where you go and what you do on websites and mobile phones. Your digital profile can include your email address, your purchase history, and the ways you have interacted with online ads. Having access to this information enables the lead gen companies to identify whether you are a prime prospect, and to make sure you see their ads or offers wherever you are online.

You Don’t Know What the Score Is

Lead generators know they will get paid the most money only if they deliver as many accurate details about you as they can. So they want to verify the information you may have given, and even add additional information that you didn’t directly provide. Lead companies rely on data brokers to provide what are known as “identity” or “lead verification” services to determine, in real time, your phone number and email address, and to match where your online device is with your zip code. They also check to see if you have provided accurate information on your financial status. Working with these data companies, who have hundreds of millions of records on U.S. consumers, lead generators will analyze your data and give you what’s known as a “score.” “Lead scoring” involves what’s called “predictive modeling”—using computers to digest your data to see if you have the “potential” to take out a loan or buy a product. They can use the latest high-tech marketing tools to determine what offers to make—or even whether to serve you at all if they believe you will not be a profitable customer. Companies targeting under-banked consumers for prepaid cards and looking for leads use these predictive-modeling techniques to identify a prospect who can be more precisely targeted with an offer.

Credit card and other financial companies, auto dealers, for-profit schools, and many other businesses pay online lead generators to obtain...
the personal information of “qualified potential customers,” including their email address, telephone number, and the websites they visit and other online behaviors. There is a massive online lead-generation industry today, involving the major search engines, social networks, financial companies, and what are known as “affiliates.” Affiliates are partner websites that make money by attracting you to visit their site in order to capture and sell your data on behalf of the lead generator. Affiliates generate revenues based on whether you take an “action” (called CPA, “cost-per-action”), such as when you fill out a form, generate a new lead (CPL, “cost-per lead”), or “click” through to a product offer or sales website (CPC, “cost-per-click”).

The use of lead generation tactics online played a role in the recent financial crisis, helping lenders find consumers who were urged to take out costly—and unaffordable—subprime mortgages.

**Lead Generators Use Big Data to Target You**

As the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) explained in a report on the data broker industry, technology enables the merging of multiple sources of information on individuals, including for immediate use online. This practice is called “data appending.” As one industry guide to lead gen explained, “through the use of real-time data appending and predictive modeling, marketers can identify data elements that are predictive of lead responsiveness, such as current home ownership and financial status, credit worthiness, recent mover status, etc. These data can be used to prioritize the leads with the highest potential value and likelihood to convert.” Technology is used to analyze each lead for profitability, such as for the marketing of prepaid debit cards. All of this is done “without the customer’s knowledge,” instantly pre-screening that individual.

And it’s not just credit cards, payday loans, and insurance that use lead generation practices. Health marketers use them, too, with lead gen companies promising to identify consumers with “pre-existing health conditions,” including cancer, depression, drug and alcohol abuse, and heart disease. Without a new federal or state law, there’s little that can be done for now to stop lead gen companies from gathering your information. So you should be cautious about providing personal details to a site offering financial information, by refusing to fill out forms (such as a request for more information) and not agreeing to “opt-in” for a site to use your data. It’s best to find websites operated by financial companies you know from experience, or those recommended by friends, to be trustworthy.
What You Can Do:

Although the Federal Trade Commission and the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau are critically examining lead-generation and payday-loan practices, there’s little that can be practically done for now to stop these companies from secretly collecting a lot of your information. The U.S. doesn’t have a national law to protect consumer privacy on the Internet, which means that companies routinely gather information on you through the use of tracking software (“cookies”) and other digital identifiers. Another problem is that much of the online data used by online financial companies are said to be just “marketing,” not actual offers for credit. USPIRG/CDD believes that today’s digital ad technologies use your data to effectively “pre-screen” you to determine your value and to generate an offer—which should trigger the consumer safeguards of the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA). The recent White House Big Data report, as part of a proposal to establish a Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights legal framework, focused on the potential discriminatory practices associated with Big Data, including its role in financial marketing.

Civil rights groups have called for safeguards and issued important principles.\(^\text{16}\)

The CFPB has informational resources on lead generators and how payday lenders use them. The agency warns that “you should not depend on the lead generator to shop around for the best deal for you.” CFPB also has an [online portal where you can file a complaint](https://www.consumerfinance.gov) if you believe you have been unfairly treated by a lead generator or any company providing financial services.\(^\text{17}\)

The Federal Trade Commission has sued online lead generators, including one in 2014 that “advertised low interest-rate loans as fixed-rate mortgages, when in fact they were adjustable-rate mortgages that could become more expensive for borrowers over time.” One company cited by the FTC allegedly failed to include important disclosures, such as the annual percentage rate, amount of down payment, and repayment terms that figure into the advertised payment amounts and interest rate.\(^\text{18}\) The FTC also has an [online complaint service](https://www.consumerfinance.gov) where you can send in concerns about lead generators, or privacy or identity theft, or scams and frauds.\(^\text{19}\)
Sidebar:

Targeted and “Trapped in Destructive Cycle of Debt”

Misleading practices of lead generation companies have attracted the interest of federal and state consumer protection regulators. For example, 16 online lead-generation companies “suspected of deceptive or misleading marketing” of payday loans were sent subpoenas in December 2013 by New York Financial Services (NYFS). NYFS explained that “Through promises of access to quick cash, the lead generation companies entice consumers to provide them with sensitive personal information—such as social security and bank account numbers—and then may sell that information to payday lenders operating unlawfully in New York and other companies.”20

New York Action Against Lead Generator MoneyMutual and Montel Williams

In March 2015, the New York State Attorney General completed its “first successful enforcement action” against a payday and short-term loan lead generator, MoneyMutual (operated by a company called SellingSource). According to the “Consent Order” between the NY AG and SellingSource, the payday lead gen company made “false and misleading” ads that failed to inform consumers about the “high interest rates, repayment requirements,” and other charges offered by its “network of trusted lenders.” “At least sixty payday lenders were sold leads” on nearly 800,000 New Yorkers, who found themselves paying annual percentage rates “well above the limits” of the state’s law. MoneyMutual has used celebrity endorser Montel Williams to promote its services in a series of ads that have appeared since 2009 on TV, radio, print, and online (such as banner ads and email). The advertisements featured Mr. Williams promoting MoneyMutual “as the only source you can trust for finding a short term loan quickly and easily.” 21

Consumers were unaware that they would be paying interest rates between 261 percent and 1,304 percent, “sixteen to eighty-two times higher” than the legal limit in New York (where the maximum interest rate for short-term loans by non-banks is 16 percent). According to its
investigation of Selling Source, the AG “had not found evidence of a single loan offered to a New York consumer ... that complied with the usury limits established by New York law.” Every time a lead was sold, MoneyMutual/SellingSource and Montel Williams received a fee. The majority of borrowers had repeatedly to roll over or take out additional loans to make their payments, because of the illegal and unaffordable high rates of interests (and were called “Gold” customers by the lenders). Consumers taking out loans from MoneyMutual found themselves “trapped in [a] destructive cycle of debt.”

Under the agreement with the New York AG, Selling Source can no longer sell leads from New York residents for loans that violate state law. Nor can Montel Williams promote any loans or services that are illegal in New York. Selling Source is required to state “conspicuously” on all of its online, TV, radio, and other advertising that “This service is not available in New York or to New York borrowers due to interest rate limits under New York law” (emphasis in the original). Montel Williams is required to record this warning to ensure that listeners clearly hear it. The company also agreed to pay a $2.1 million civil penalty. It is barred from collecting any “financial or other personally identifiable information” to be used for online leads or to help sell products unless they comply with state regulations. It has to remove “New York postal codes, IP addresses (which are used to target a specific computer), and phone numbers” from all of its online and offline advertising. MoneyMutual.com and any website operated by SellingSource must now prominently ensure that consumers enter their zip code, so New Yorkers aren’t targeted with illegal lead gen practices and credit offers. (SellingSource is required to “disable” its websites from “accepting any applications” or storing information from New Yorkers who are applying for loan products that the state prohibits.)

In 2014, the Illinois Attorney General also sued lead generator MoneyMutual and four payday lenders for “illegally offering expensive, predatory loans.” MoneyMutual’s data collection practices were also a concern, given its extensive collection of personal information that puts “borrowers at significant risk of identity theft.”
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